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The RI-AP system is a programming too! to generate integrated circuit geometry in a 

convenient manner.. The model used is a rectangular cell with connection points called 

ports. Hierarchical design methodology is well supported within RLAP. The output from 
1 RLAP is en optimized CIF 2.0 file[MEAO 801 Gith user extensions for cell name2 and 

ports3 . External cells are supported via the Sticks Standard [Trirnberger 803 and CIF 

2.Q [MEAD 803. 

N A P  is embeclded in the SIMULA progranlmirig language [Birtwistle 731. The full power 

of the extensive SIMULA programming language can be appled to the generation of chip 

geometry. SIMULA is a block structured language which requires all identifiers to be 

declared in the block header before use. It Is not necessary for a user t o  have an 

extensive knowledge of SIMULA, however a knowledge of programming and an overview 

sf SIMULA would ease the task of desigtiinc_l with RLAP. 

RLAP is partitioned into two parts. The first is the data structures in the form of 

SIMULA classes ancl the routines for generation of geornetry. The second is the 

tecf~nology dependent part. This part contains the valicf layer names, wire widths, design 

rules and sticks models for a specific teclinology. Currently there is one model 

sttppartecl for NMOS. This model supports ttie rules defined it1 Mead and Conway [MEAD 

so]. 

The user defines his or her primitive elements in tcrsrn of a scale factor LAMBDALMEAD 

801. This allows easy changing of the design for various scalings. The current NMOS 

modet uses LAMBOA of 2.5 microns. 

ClF stands for Caltech Intermediate Form. 

%ser extension 9 is used for cell names. example: 9: A CELL; 

3 ~ s e r  extension 5 is used for ports. Example: -- 5: 10 20 "A Port"; 
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d'-9  The Cell 

A cell is considered to be rectangular in shape as sliown in figure 1-1. All geometrical 

data is on the interior of the rectangle and considered to be the property of the cell. 

The cell contains the physical data to realize the cell. The ports of the cell are the  

interface to the outside world. Each port defines a position on the perimeter of the cell 

wl~ece a corltiectiotl is to be accomplished. These ports protrude from the boundary of 

the cell l ike  fingers. 

Each port of the cell has a name, location, layer, side and wire width information. The 

cell may he interrogated for its ports. 

C e l l  

i P o r t s  

Figure 1-1: Cell Model 

TI-re dimensi~ns of the cell are defined by two type of rectangles. The Cellmhb is the 

mil~imurn bounding box for the ce.11. This box includes the extensions of the ports and 

includes all geometry of the cell. The second is the Cellabut box. This box encloses the 

cell through the ports and extends beyond any portless side by one half of the maximum 
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design rule4. This box is used to place cells side by side with no design rule errors. In 

addition by placing cells juxtaposition, connections of the t w ~  cells is accomplished by 

abutment. That is, the ports of one cell are coincidence with the other. If the ports do 

not line irp a river routing routine may be used, see section 4 page 13. 

1.2 The Connectors atid Ports 

The ports and connectors provide the interface PQ the celi, Ports are individual 

connectio~i points like pins on a chip. A connector is a set of PQP~S. 

1-2.1 Ports 

A port defines n unique location on a specific layer. A port has a name that is a 

SIMULA text string. This name can be used in the look up process. The port is used as a 

connection point to a cell. That is, a wire can be ruri to a port on an instance of a cell t o  

aecomplist~ a connection. The port is a strh class of a point, That means that a port can 

be used everywhere a point can be used. The properties of a port may be accessed by 

"port.<property>". The following is a tist of the accessible properties of ports. 

X This 4s the x value for tlie port. This is a teal type. 

Y 
a 

This is the y value for the port. This is a real type. 

COLOR 

SIDE 

This is the numerical nitmber for tlie layer of the part. Phis is an 
integer type. In the technology part there is a set of predefined 
layer integers that can he used to test for layer. An example for 
NMOS is p.color=red. 

This is tlie name of the port. Tliis is a text  string. Al l  SIMULA tests 
on this parameter may be used. 

This is the wire width for a connection to the port. This is of type 
real. The units are in LAMBDA. 

This is an integer representation of the side. RLAP has 5 variables 
cleclared for the side. they are leftside, rightside, topside, 
bottomside and inside. The meaning of the sides is intuitive in the 

 or NMOS it is 1.5 LAMBDA. This parameter is settable in the technology dependent 
part see section 5 page 14. 
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names. To test whether a port is on a specific side a simple tes t  
may be used as p.side=leftside. This would be a test  for the left 
side of a port. 

1,2,2 Connectors 

Each cell has a set of ports called connectors. The connector is a SIMULA class that  

holds a set of ports. The corinector has a set of f i~nct io~ls that can be used to extract 

ports or new connectors wliicli cotatain subsets of the original connector. The functions 

are called by using the "connector. <function>" where function is the desired operation, 

Tile definition of these functions follow. 

SETSIDE(side) This function set all the ports in the connector to a specific side. 
The side is passed as a parameter, 

CLEARSIDE This function sets all of tke sides in the connector to  nil. This can 
be i~sed  in the clefinition of a celO which wilt allow the RLAP to 
generate the sides. 

CLONE This function creates a copy sf the current connector. The type 
returned is connector. 

This.fut.rctiot1 returns a port at index i. 

This function returns tlie x value which is teal from the port a t  
index i. - 
This function returns tile y value which is reai from the port a t  
index i. 

VALLAY ER(i) This function returns the layer value which is an integer from the 
port at index i. - 

LEFT 

BOTTOM 

This function returns a siibconnector of those ports on the left 
side. The type is connector. 

This function returns a subconnector of those ports on the right 
sicle. The type is connector. 

Phis function returns a subconnector of those ports on the top side. 
The type is connector. 

This function returns a subconnector of those ports on the bottom 
side. The type is connector. 

BY NAIVT(t) This function returns the-first port of name t, 
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BYNAMCOLOR(t,c) This function returns the first port of name - t and color 5 

SELECT(t) This function returns a new connector where the name matches 
t. The name is matched by wild card where is the wild card 
character. 

This function returns a subse't of the connector where i is the 
starting index and j is the enclitig index. 

1.3 Optimized CIF 

The generated C1F from RLAP has been optimized for size and plotting speed. Each 

c.eills data is kept in memory until it is completely defined. Then the cell data is sorted 

and written to tire CIF disk file. The ports are sorted by color, side and Iocaticrn and 

written t o  disk first. Next the calls or instances are sorted by location and then written 

to ciisk. Firially the rest of tlie data is ordereci by color and location, and then  written to 

disk. The location is defined by the date type. Al l  cells including external from stick or 

CIF files are optimized. 

. The wires are also checked a t  this time. To be written to disk a wire. must have m o r e  

than one poir~t, Dc~pficaPe points are deleted. 
t 

The CIF file generated contains no forward references. Forward references in CIF files 

that are externally loaded will be resolved. 
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2. Using Rlap 

2-1 Getting Started 

To use RUP, the user should use the following template. The users program is 

inserted a t  the appropriate place in the following template. The external class RNLAP is 

a version of RLAP for NMOS technology, see sectian 6 page 17, if you would like to 

define your own technology class see section 5 page 14. 

BEGIN 
EXTERNAL CLASS R N L A P ~ ;  
RNLAP 
BEGIN 

! put your Rlap code here; 

' END; 
END OF PROGRAM; 

2.2 Reference Pointers 

In using RLAP in general it may be necessary to use references to various data types. 

It is only required to have one type of references for the various primitives. A primitive 

can reference an instance, a wire, a box, a flash, a~icl  a polygon. Cells  can be referenced - --  
by a symbol. ~oints'ancl ports can be referenced by a point. The following are examples 

of declarations of references for each. 

ref (primitive) i, j,k; 
aef(symbo1) s,c; 
reftpoint) p,pl ; 
ref(port) pt; 
ref(connector) c; 

 he identifier RNLAP is the technology class for RLAP. For each different technology 
there would be a different class. 
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2.3 Creating a Cell 

The definition of a symbol or cell is accomplished by tile defined and enddef 

statement as shown below. Each cell shouid contain a recognizable structure. These 

structure-s may be called by the instances type statement. Various methods can be 

applied to generate ports for the cell. First the atldport statement may be used. Or the 

addconnector from an instance may be used. 

t)EFlNE("narne of cell"); 
I, cell body goes Iiere; 
ENDDEF; 

The encidef statement causes the cell to be written to the disk file. Any port that is 

defined to be on a side will either be snapped to its side or a wire added to move the 

port to the correct side. The decision is based on how the port was created. The 

enddef also returns a reference to the symbol. 

-The cell definitions may be nested if desired or if convenient. This allows creating a 

symbol for use in the cell instead of creating the actual geometry. The scope of a- 

nested cell is globai and may be used in other cells. This nesting facility is used in the 

creation of contacts and transistors in the readstick statement and by the technology 

depencfent contacts. 

A symbol reference may be set to a specific symbol by the <symbol reference) 6 

: -GELL("sy mbol na 

symbol reference.. 

CONNECTORS This function retirrns a connector for all the ports of the cell. 

LEFT' 

RIGHT 

TOP 

This firnction returns a subconnector of those ports on the left side 
of the cell. The type is connector. 

This function retiinis a subcol~nector of those ports on the right 
side of the ceit, The type is connector. 

This functicati returns a subcotinector of those ports on the top side 
of the cell. The type is connector. 

6 ~ h e  bracketing symbols <> generally mean that this is where the u s e r s  data or 
identifiers go. 
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BOTTOM This function returns a subcorinectoa of those ports on the bottom 
side of the cell. The type is connector. 

BYNAM(t) This function returns the first port of name - t of the cell. 

BYNAMCOLOR(t,c) This function returns the first port of name - t and color %of the cell, 

LENGTH This function rettrrns the length of the cell in LAMBDA. 

WIDTH This function returns th.e width of the cell in LAMBDA, 

CELLMBB This function returns a rectangle7 for the minimum bounding box fdr  
t t ~ e  cell. 

CELLABUT This function returns a rectangle for the abutment box of the cell. 

2.4 Creating Instances 

Calls to symbols may be accomplished in several ways depending on the 

transformation to be applied. In addition information about connectors, ports, and location 

may be requested from the  instances. This information will be correct for t h e  applied 

transformatiot~s. That is, port sides, and locations will be adjusted according to the 

transformation. 

An instance is created by a Callcell("symbol name") or Callref(<symboi reference>) 

expression, This expression returns an instance reference. Transformations are appfied 

to this reference by the dot operator. For example to  call a cell at location X 10 do 

callcell(~'dummy").x( 1 0). The transformations may be concatenated. Each 

transformation returns a reference to the instance. The follov~ing is the set  of 

transformations that may be used. * 

MIRRORX 

MIRRORY 

This transformation causes the instances to he mirrored in x. That 
is the new value of x is eqtral to minus ttie old value of x. 

This transformatioti causes t t ~ e  instances to be mirrored in Y. That  
is the new value of y is equal to minus the old value of y. 

7!n RLAP a rectangle is a class with two points - II for lower left end ur for upper right. - 
Ta. access the lower left  hand x coordinate of the cell one would use: cellmbb.ll.x. In 
addition t h e  ot l~er corners may be accessed by - Ir for lower right and ul for upper left. - 
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RQTATEQa,bI This function causes the instances to  be rotated by the rotation 
vector a,b. 

P N ~ P )  . This function causes the instances to be translated to  the point p. 

Xy(x,y) This function causes the instances to be translated to  the location 

x,y. 

This function causes the instances to be translated to  the position 
x by value x. 

This function causes the instances to be translated to  the position 
y by  value y. 

LOWERLEFT This function causes the origin point to be translated t o  the lower 
lef t  hand corner of the instarices. 

LOWERRIGHT This function causes the origin point to be translated to the lower 
right hand corner of the instances. 

UPPERLEFT 

UPPERRlGHf 

This function causes the origin point to  be translated to the upper 
le f t  hand corner of the instances. 

This function causes the origin point to  be translated to the upper 
right hand corner of the instances. 

The following functions are used to get various data about the instance at  the point sf 

translation. 

CONNECTORS 

LEFT 

TOP 

This function returns a connector for all the ports of the instance. 

.This function returns a subconnector of those ports on the le f t  side 
of the instance. The type is connector. 

This function ret~irns a subconnector of those ports on the right 
side of the instance. The type is connector. 

TIiis function r e t i ~ r~ i s  a subcotinector of those ports on the top side 
of the instance. The type is connector. 

BOTTOM This function returns a subcoritiector of those ports on the bottom 
side of the instance. Tile type is connector. 

BYNAM(P) This function returns the first port of name t of the instance. - 
BYNAMCOLOR(t,c) Tliis futiction returns the first port of name t and color c of the - - .  

instance. 
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This function returns tlie length of the instance in {AMBDA. 

This function returns the width of the instance in LAMBDA. 

This function returns a rectangle for the minimum bounding box for 
the instance. 

This function returns a rectangle for the abutment box of the 
instance, 

2.5 Setting tho Current Layer 

The current layer may be set by the statement layer(1). Where - 13.is the new default 

layer. Any primitive that requires a layer will uses the default layer. If unspecified an 

error message will occur. The value names for the layers are defined in the technology 

part, see section 6 page 17  for the NMOS layers. 

2.6 Creating Ports 

A port can be created for the current cell by the statement addport(x,y,n,s'). X and y 

are t i le location. N is the name of the port, an exanrple would be "GND". S is the side. 

The identifiers for valid sides are defined in section 1.2.1 page 3. In addition there is an 

undefinerl side called nilside. Using this as a side tells RLAP to define the side, 

Ports may be added from called instances b.y tlie acidconnector(fa) statement. The 

Perm fa may be a port or connector. 

2.7 Creating Wires 

Tliere are two types of expressions to generate wires. One for normal wires which is 

nwire. Tlie other is Widewire(w) where w is the wictth of the wire. The path of the wire 

is defined by a series of dot operators and functions. The wire only extends beyand the 

end points by one half of the minimum width of the wire. This allows convenient 

contiections for wires. 

The following is a list of path functions for the wire. 

X(x) This function adds a new point at x and the prior points y. 

Y(Y) This function adds a new point a t  y and the prior points x. 
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This functiorr adds a new point at x + prior point x and the prior 
points y.  

This function adds a riew point at y + prior point y and the prior 
points x. 

X ~ ( X , Y )  This function adds a new point a t  x,y. 

DXY(x,y) This function adds a new point a t  x + the prior points x, y + the 
prior points y o  

PNT( P This function adds a new point a t  the point p. 

tASTISPORT(n,s) This function creates a port at the last point with name n and side 
s. 

2.8 Creating Boxes 

Boxes ore created witti the statement box(xl ,yl , x 2 , y 2 ) .  The point XI ,yl is the point 

representing the lower left  hand corner of the box and x 2 , y 2  is a point representing the 

upper right hand corner. 

In addition to creating boxes by the box statement, a box can be created by the pad 

statement. A pad is a square box with a center point and a width. A pad is created by 

the pad sta tement  pad(w,x,y). The w is the width, x and y is the  location of the pad. 

2.9 Creating Circles . 

A circle can be created by the statement circie(cl,x,y). Where d is the diameter and 

x,y is the location. 

2.1 Q Creating Text 

Text can be created with the statement aipha(t,x,y,s). The text t is drawn to  the 

right a t  location x,y.  The scale factor multiplies all the dimensions of the generated 

geometry to allow the cliaracters drawn to be enlarged. With a scale factor of 1, the 

size of the characters will be 9 by 7 lambda. 
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3. Using External Cells 

Tfiere are two means to get extcrnal cells. One is from CIF files and the other is from 

stick files. The statement READCIF("CIF file") will cause the CIF file to be read and the  

symbols in that file to be added to the current set. Symbol numbers will be resoived a t  

this time. In addition, ports and names will be extracted from the cell. 

The statement READSTICK(t'stick file") will read the stick file symbols into the current 

set. Ttie ports and names v~ill be extracted from tlie cells. 

The external cells are handled in a uniform manner and may be used as any ~ t h e r  cell 

created in RLAP. 
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4, River Router Procedures 

There are two river routing procedures in RLAP. Tlie first is used to route a set of 

points while the s.econd routes a set of ports with tlie appropriate wire widths and 

Riverf red(sep,offset,v/idth,vb,vt) 
This is the general river router for routing vectors of points. The 
sep is the separation between wires. The offsett is the offset - 
fro111 vector vb before roirtitig can commence. Width is the wire 
width. Vb  - is the starting vector of points and vt is the final vector - 
of points. 

Rive~port(sep,offset,vb,vt) 
This is the port router. the s e p  is the wire separation. The offset - 
is the offset from tlie connector vh. The vb is the starting - - 
connector and vt  is the final connector. - 
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5. Defining a Technology Dependent Part 

Ttie techtiology dependent part defines the specific attributes for a Peclinology, The 

SIMULA model form is shown below. There are two parts to the model, one is the'STICK 

model for stick standard and tlie other is the CIF parts. An INTEGER identifier should be 

defined for each layer for later use in the users defined cells. 

SRASIM CLASS <Technology Name> 
begin 

INTEGER <specific layer names>8; 

rcmadals CLASS models; 
BEGIN 

REF(symbol) PROCEDURE stickcell(l,w,token);REAb I,w; 
TEXT token; 
BEGIN 

TEXT t; 
REFfsymbol) sym; 
INTEGER j; 
IF token=<Component type) TIiEN 
BEGIN 

t:-copy( (Component type)); 
sym:-cell(t); 
IF sym == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

cledine(t); 
(component definition goes here) 
sym:-etiddef; 

END; 
END ELSE 

blire:=metal:=O; 
cif layer(0): -copy("NMW); 
stklayer(0):-copy("METAL"); 
wirewidth(0):=3; 
thespacc(O):=metal; 
thespace( 1 ):=metal; 
thespace(2):=3; 

END of class models; 

NEW rnoclels(<numher of layers>,<size of space tallle>); 

lambda:=<lambda in microns>; 
max+lan~bda+rule:=<Tlie maximum design rule in lambda); 
cifscale:=<scale of output CIF cells>; 
snaptoedge:=<set to true is port defined on a side 

ate to  be snapped to the edged of the cell>; 

8 ~ h e  bracketing <) defines a point where user data is to be supplied. The data inside 
the bracket defines the user type of data to be placed at that point. 
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terse:=<set Po true for compacted cif file. No comments 
or blank tines>; 

end of model. 

There are several global constants. that are used in RLAP. Two are used for scaling 
9 

and clefining tl ie A and B part in a cell definition[MEAD €301. The following defines the 

various global constants in RLAP. 

Lambda TIiis is the global unit of larnbtla. It is a real number in hundredth of 
microns. 

M.ax+lambda-rule This is the offset of q cell to clefirie the cell abutment box. It 
shortld be one half of the maximum design rule. 

Cif scale 

Terse 

This is the b part in CIF cells. This value is multiplied by every point 
on output of the cell. In a sense it is the rounding factor t o  
integers. Cifscale is an integer. 

If this boolean is set to true all ports that have an edged side 
defined wiil be snapped to tha t  side. If the port is not on the end of 
a wire a new wire will be added from the port to the edge with a 
new port created. 

When this is set the outpi~b CIF fife will have no comments and all 
unnecessary blanks will be removed. 

T h e  following defines the varioiis read only arrays for the technology, In general there 

is one entry for each layer in tlie array. The layers are nrrmbered from 0 to N where N is 

t l ie maxinilam nuniber of layers. The value N in tlie following represents the current layer 

being defitled. Al l  af the arrays must be definecl for the layers. If the value for a layer is 

mot definecl an error would occur for that iayer. For instance wires can only be generated 

for layers which have a wire width. 

Cif layer(n) This array delities the textual name for the CIF layer. It must be 
stored in capitalization and with the copy verb as: :-copy("NMW). 

Stklayer(n) This array defines the textual name for the STICK layer. It must  b e  
stored in capitalization and with the copy verb as: 

 he o and b part are the division b and the multiplier a for a cell definition. Example: 
DS 3 250 10 A corresponds to 250 and b to 10. ----- - 
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Wirewidth(n) This defines the LAMBDA wire width for layer N. 

Thespace(X"3) This defines the spacing between two layers. The array contains 
three words for each space group. There are: 1 )  The space in 
LAMBDA, 2) The from layer, and 3) The to layer. 
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6. NMOS Technology Dependent Part 

The following are the predefined layers for NMOS. 

NMOS layer -------- 
Metal 
Polysilicon 
Diffusion 
Contact Cuts 
Implant 
Over G l a s s  
Buried 

Accepteci Names 
Metal, Blue 
Poly, Red 
Diffusion, Green 
Cuts, Black 
Implant, Yellow 
Glass 
Buried 

There are some built in facilities for generating cotttacts. They are as follewso 

Red to blue contact ceritered at x,y 
Green to blue contact 
Green to red butting contact, red facing east 
Green to red butting contact, red facing south 
Green to red butting contact, red facing west 
Green to red butting contact, red facing north 

The origin of t i le butting contact commands is on the centerline of the long axis of t he  

symbol one lambda in from the green end. 

6.1 NMOS Technology Code 

The doltowing is the actual code for the NMOS technology dependent parts. Notice the  

use of layer identifiers for indexes into the corresponding array. 

In the Stick Cell  definition, notice that they are defined with normal RLAP code and 

t reated as a cell. Doing this atlows using the normal code for processing stick files. 

! nmos technology stuff; 
INTEGER green,dif f t~sisti,red,poly,yellow,i~lant; 
INTEGER cuts,contact,biue,rnetal,glass,black,~ 

rcmoclels CLASS moctels; 
BEGIN 

REF(symbol) PROCEDURE stickcell(l,w,token);REAL I,w; 
TEXT token; 
BEGIN 

TEXT t; 
REF(symbo1) sym; 
INTEGER j; 
IF token="NRESH THEM 
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BEGIN 
t:-capy("RCMPUbLTRAISSL1~; 

. P:-conc2(t,fastcvs(l)); 
t:-cot1c2(f ,"W"); 
t:-concZ(t,f astcvs(W)); 
sym:-celllt); 
IF sym == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

cfef ine(t); 
! el &)iltbo; 
laycr(green); box(-2,-3,2,1); 
ar&dp0rt(O,-2,~~DSOURCE",itisiele); 
layer(red); bnx(2,0,-2,3); 
addp0rt(0,+2,'~PSOURCEI~~inside); 
layea(ci~ts); box(- 1 ,-2,1,2); 
layer(rne tall; box(-2,-3,2,3); 
acJclport(0,- 1 ,"MSOURGE",insicfe); 

Oayer(red ); 
box(-w/2-2,0,~/2+2,1+%); 
Iayer(green1; 
t>ox(-w/2,1,~//2,1 +L+2); 
addport(0,+2+L9"DRAiN's,inside); 
layer(imp1ant); 
box(-w/2- 1 ,5 , -1 .5 ,~/2+1.5,1 +I91 $5); 
sym:-enddef; 

END; 
END ELSE 
IF token="NENHU OR toketi="NBEP" THEN 
BEGIN 

J:=~F toksr~"NENH" THEN 1 ELSE 2 ;  
IF j = l  THEN 
t:-copy("RCMENHTRANSL1') ELSE 
t:-c.opy("RCMDEPTRANSe"); 
t:-ca1ic2( t.fastcvs(1)); 
t:-conc2(t,"W"); 
t:-conc2(t,f astcvs(W)); 
sym:-cell(t1; 
IF syln == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

clefil~e(t); 
laycr(recJ); 
box(-\AI/~-2,-1/2,+w/2+2,1/2); 
ad~lport(0,0,'~G1 ",insicie); 
!addport(+ 1 ,O,"G;Z",inside); 
layer(green); 
box(-\M/ 2,-1/2-2,+~/2,1/2+2); 

. addport(0,-2,"SOURCEW,inside); 
addp0rt(0,2,~'DRAlN",inside); 
IF j=2 THEN 
DEGlN 

tayer(imp1ant); 
box(-L/2- 1.5,-w/2-1.5,+1/2+1.5,+vt/2+1.5); 

END; 
sym:-encldef; 

END; 
END ELSE 
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IF token=1'N€3UT1s f HEN 
BEGlN 

t:-copy("RCMNBUTN); 
sym:-cell( t); 
IF sym == NONE THEN 
BEGlN 

def ine(t); 
! el butto; 
layer(grecn); box(-2,-3,2,1); 
a~lclport(O,-2,~~D~'~i1isicle); 
Iayettred); box(2,0,-2,3); 
addp0rt(O,+2,'~P",itiside); 
layer(cuts): box(- 4 ,-2,1,2); 
layer(metal); box(-2,-3,2,3); 
acSdport(0,- 1 ,'WM",inside); 
sym:-enefclef; 

END; 
END ELSE 
IF token="NBURw THEN 
BEGIN 

t:-cel~yf "RCMNBUR"); 
syrn:-cell(t); 
IF sym == NONE THEM 
BEGIN 

def ine(t ); 
layer(rec1); 
box(-L/2,-w/ 2-2,+L/ 2,+~/2+2);  
nddport(O,O,NOTEXT,inside); 
tayer(green); 
acldpert(O,O,NOPEXT,inside); 
box(-L/2-%,-~/2,+L/2+2,+~/2);  
IF j-2 THEN 
BEGIN 

layer(imp1ant); 
box(-1-/2-1.5,-w/2- 1.5,+L/2+ 1.5,+w/2+1.5); 

END; 
sym:-endctef ; 

END; 
END ELSE 
IF token="NPMtt THEN 
BEGIN 

t:-copy("RCMNRD"); 
sym:-cell(t); 
IF sym == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

clefirtc("RCMNRD"); 
layer(rec1); pacls(4,0,0); 
acic~port(O,O,NOTEXT,insicie); 
Ir.lyor(cuts): pads(2,0,0); 
layerf metal); pacls(4,0,0); 
addport(O,O,NOTEXT,inside); 
sym:-encfdef; 

END; 
END ELSE 
IF toketi="NDM1' THEN 
BEGIN 

t :-copy("RCMNGD1l); 
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sym:-ceil(t); 
IF sym == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

clef ine(8*RCMNGD88); 
lay er(green); pa~ls(4.0~0); 
addport(O,O,NOTEXT,inside); 
layer(cuts); pads(2,0,0);  
Oayer(meta1); pacls(4,0,0); 
addport(O,O,NOTEXP,inside); 
sym:-cnddef; 

END; 
END ELSE 
IF token="NCONt' THEN 
BEGIN 

~:-cQ~Y("RCMNCON"); 
sym:-cell(t ); 
IF syrn == NONE THEN 
BEGIN 

clefincf MRCMNCONt8); 
Inyer(meta1); pads(4,O.O); 
aclclport(O,O,NOTEXT,inside); 
layor(green);adcfport(O,O,NOTEXT,insicle); 
Iayer(red);addport(O,O,NBTEXT,inside); 
sym:-enddef; 

END; 
END; 
stickcell:-sym; 

END of stickcell; 

talue:=metal:=O; 
ciflayer(0):-copy(I1NM"); 
stkla yer(0):-copy("METALU); 
wire~~ic~tk(0):=3;  
tl~esp ace(O):=mettII; 
tlic:;l~ace(f ):=met* 
thespace(2):=3; 
green:=clif fusioti:= 1 ; 
ciflayer( 1 ):-copy("ND1*); 
stklayer( 1 ) : -co~~("D IFFUSION~~) ;  
wirewidth( 1 ):=2; 
thespace(3):=gteen; 
t i i~spac~(4):=~_11'eeri;  
tliespace(5):=3; 
red: =poty:=2; 
ciflc?yer(2):-co~y('~NP~~); 
s tkIayer(2):-~opy('~POLY"); 
wircurid tii(2): =2; 
thespace(6):=red; 
t l~espace(?):=red;  
tliesgace(8):=2; 
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glass:=4; 
ciflayer(4):-copy("NG1'); 
cttts:=black:=contact:=5; 
cifiayer(5):-copy("NC f'); 
buried:=6; 
ciffayer(F3):-c~py("NB'~); 

END of class moclels;  
N E W  rnodels(fi, 1 1 ); 
larnbba:=2.5; 
rnax+Iambda+rule:= 1.5; 
cifscale:= 1 0; 
snaptsedge:=tn~e; 

6.2 An Example 

Tlae following program gerleaates a three bit self timed aclder chip. 

BEGIN 
EXTERNAL CLASS RNLAP; 
RNLAP 
BEGlN 

REF(primitive) i,j; 
REF(point) p; 
REF(port) p 1 $2; 
INTEGER k,l,m: 

!'oreads in an external cell from sticks standard ; 

rearlstickf "sadd"); 
drrfi~io("bigaclcl"); 

i :  -call~ell("aclcl~~).lowerleft; 
adclcot~nector(i.bottom); 
adcfconncctor(i.ief t); 
ar!dcoti~i~ctor(i.rigl~t); 
i.:-callref (~ell(~~acld")).Iowerlef t. 
xy(i.cellabt~t.~rl.x,i.ccllabut.ul,y); 
acjcfcotinector(i.left); 
adcIcotit~ector(i.rigttt); 
i :  -callref(cell('~addt8)).lowerleft. 
xy(i.ceilabut.ul.x,i.cellabut.ul.y); 
a rldcotiriector(i.~eft); 
a dciconnector(i.right); 
aciclconnector(i.top); 

endcfef; 

! read in the external pads; 
readcif ("pads"); 

' ' ~ f ~ e  ! is trsed as a comment flag in SIMULA. Any thing between a ! and ; will be 
ignored by the compiier. 
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k:=ceIl("bigadd").left.length; 
! k is set to the number of connectors on the left; 
cief ine(I1 ttleinsa'); 

i . : -~all(~~padin~~).rotate(O, 1 ).lowerleft; 
p:- i .c~~~necfors.by~~am(~~out");  
j:-be(i.cellabtrt.trr.x+2.5,p.y); 
laycr(c1if fusion); 
niwire.ptit(p).p~it(j.bynarn("g")); 
iayer(poly); 
n\wirc,pnt( j.bynam("rt')).cix(3). 
lastisport("out~t,rightside); 
FOR m:=2  STEP 1 UNTIL k DO 
BEGIN 

! one for each input; 
i:-callce\l(''paciinl').rolate(O,l 1. 
ia~~erleft .y(i .cellaI~i~t.t~l .y);  
p:-i.connect~rs.bynam(~~out"); 
j : -f~e(i .ceilab~~t.i~r~xf 2.5,p.y); 
layer(ciif fusion); 
nwirc.pnt(p).pnt(j.bynani("yM)); 
layer( poly); 
tiwire.pnt( j.bynam( "ra1)).dx(3). 
lastisport("out",rightside); 

END; 
enddef; 

!number of connectors oti the right; 
k:=cel l (  "bigadcf").rigtit.length; 
define("thcouts"); 

i:-callcell("pac!orrttt).rotc?te(O,- 1 ).lowerriglit; 
adcfcot~~iector(i.bottom); 
adciconncctar(i.connectors.bynam("INPUT'~) 
.setside(lef tsicle)); 

FOR m:=2 STEP 1 UNTIL k DO 
BEGIN ! one for each output; 
i: -callcell("patloirt").rotat e(0 , -  1 ). 
lowerright.y(i.eellab~~t.Lli.y); 

acldconnec tor(i. conne~tors.bynam('~INPUT~~). 
s e  tside(1ef tside)); 

END; 
i:-cailcell("padvcid").rotate(O,-1 ). 
lowerric_~lit.y(i.celiahut.t~I.y); 
i:-calI~ell(~'paclgt~d").rotate(O,- 1 ). 
lowerriglit.y(i.cellabut.ul.y); 
aciclconnector(i.top); 

stlc~cfef; 

def ina(It thcctiipdt); 
I": -cal lcell("t l~ei~~s" ).lowerlef t; 
J: -call~ell(~~bigadd").lowerleft. 
x(i.cellabut.~r.x+50); 
layer(poly); 
riverpor t( 4,2,i.right, j.lef t); 
i:-callcell("ttieouts").lowerleft, 
x( j.cellabut.lr.x+50); 
k: = j.ricght.length; 
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layer(poly1; 
. riverport(4,Z9).right,i.Ief t); 

enddef; 

END; 
END of RLAP; 

PAGE 23 
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7. Utility Programs Written in ROap ' 

RLAP is extremely useful for writing utilities for processing Stick or CIF files. Because 

of t h e  internal processing of RLAP the output file will be optimized, AIO forward references 

will be removed. In addition ClF numbers WHO be reassigned for all cells so that two ClF 

files may be merged. 

7.1 CIF to CIF 

ClFClF is a program that takes a CIF file as input and produces an optimized CIF f i l e  

as output. All forward references in the input CIF file are removed. ClFClF also c a n  

merge several CIF files. To execute the program type ttie name of the program ClFClF 

followed by ttie output C1F file and a list of input CIF files. The l ist of input files are one 

file name followed by another. 

Ttie following is the code for CIFCIF. Notice that it is very simple and short. 

BEGIN 
EXTERNAL CLASS RNLAP; 
Rlilap 
BEGIN 

text  t; 
t:-cmdlirse.getar~1; . 
w4iile t ne notext do 
begin 

r.eacicif( t): 
t:-cmciline.getarg; 

elid; 
end; 

END of program; 

7.2 Stick to ClF 

SPKCIF is a program that takes a Stick file as input and produces an optimized CIF file 

as outpirt. STKCIF atso can merge several Stick files. To execute t h e  program type t h e  

name of the program STKCIF followed by the outpirt CIF file and a list of input Stick files. 

The list of input files are one file name foliowed by another. 

Tile following is tlie code fo-r STKCIF. Notice that it is very simple and short. 
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BEGIN 
EXTERNAL CLASS RNLAP; 
Rnlap 
BEGlN 

text P; 
cifscaie:=20; 
t:-cmcllit~e.getarg; 
whiie f ne notext d~ 
begin 

readstisk(t); 
a:-cmdllne.getarg; 

end; 
end; 

END of program; 

PAGE 25 
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